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WE Prerequisite 2: Minimize Potable Water Use For Medical              				Equipment Cooling
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Rating Systems
Building Design and Construction
Healthcare 
The project is using IP units.
The project is using SI units.
All Projects
This active sample form has been modified for offline access. Modified fields and instructions are indicated in purple. Sample forms are for reference only.
Select one of the following:
The project building has no medical equipment that requires cooling.
The project building has medical equipment that requires cooling and no potable water is used for any system with once-through cooling (unless mandated by local requirements or limited to emergency backup systems).
Table: Medical equipment cooling 
Complete the table for all medical equipment that requires cooling.
Medical Equipment Cooling
Equipment 
Category
Equipment
Manufacturer
Equipment 
Name / Model
Method of
Heat Rejection
Upload: Equipment documentation 
Provide the equipment schedule or cutsheets, along with mechanical plans, to verify the method of heat rejection.
For projects with an emergency back-up cooling system
The project has elected to use potable water in an open-loop (once-through) configuration as the emergency back-up cooling system only, not as the primary cooling system. The primary cooling system in these critical applications is a closed-loop system requiring no potable water usage. Such emergency back-up systems will only be used in the event that the primary, closed-loop cooling equipment has failed, and such a failure is visually and audibly indicated at the point-of-use and alarmed at a continuously monitored location.
For projects with local requirements that mandate limiting the discharge temperature of fluids into the drainage system
Due to local requirements which mandate limits on the discharge temperature of fluids into the drainage system, a tempering device will be installed and configured to run water only when the equipment discharges hot water. Alternatively, the project will provide a thermal recovery heat exchanger that allows drained discharge water to be cooled below code required maximum discharge temperatures while simultaneously preheating inlet makeup water or, if the fluid is steam condensate, returning it to the boiler.
For projects with local requirements that mandate potable water use for one or more of the cooling systems for medical equipment
Upload: Potable water documentation
Provide a copy of the local code or ordinance that requires equipment to use potable water.
Describe the systems that are required by local requirements to use potable water.
Special Circumstances
Describe the circumstances limiting the project team's ability to provide the submittals required in this form. Be sure to reference what additional documentation has been provided, if any. Non-standard documentation will be considered upon its merits. (Optional)
Upload: Special circumstances
Provide any additional documentation that supports the claim to special circumstances. (Optional)
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